All the World is a Stage
There are two competing realities that generally go unnoticed by the majority of the
population on the earth, but subconsciously everyone knows exists. The two realities are one
that is based upon truth and the other a reality based upon fiction. People are not taught
critical thinking skills nor are they encouraged to question authority. When the ruling powers
can no longer contain truth, they always resort to mass genocide, torture and imprisonment of
those that they deem a threat to their power structure. It is this way for a number of reasons,
but the primary reason is because those involved in perpetuating the fiction are either
deceived or are simply evil in nature.

You see truth always leads to love and fiction always leads to destruction. There is a verse in
Hosea 4:6, “My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected
knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast
forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.” (KJV) To put this into context
of the Bible Hosea 4:1-2 says
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“Hear the word of the LORD, ye children of Israel: for the LORD hath a controversy with
the inhabitants of the land, because there is no truth, nor mercy, nor knowledge of God in the
land. By swearing, and lying, and killing, and stealing, and committing adultery, they break
out, and blood toucheth blood. “
The knowledge of God is that Yahweh is the Creator of all that exists and he is the God of
the Living all other gods are gods of the dead. Those who do not live in truth live in fiction
and there is no life in fiction and thus why they gravitate towards Paganism or believing that
there is no God at all. There is no other alternative for those that do not love the truth and
live by it, they strive for unattainable and unrealistic goals which in the end demands a power
structure to suppress the underlying emptiness and greed they hold in their hearts.

Thus the world has become a stage and there are no rules or morality within it. Yet at its
very core it is always based upon deception, which like the Serpent in the Garden of Eden
who simply questioned Eve’s belief in the truth in order to get Adam who loved her with all
his heart to follow her and take the fruit as well from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil. So from this man entered into a reality where both truth and fiction become a competing
force for domination. Evil I feel has always had the upper hand as there is no morality in
what it does to maintain power and control over people. Truth on the other hand is very
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simple and has devastating impacts on all the lies that go on to cover up the fiction based
reality.

So today we look at Governments, Govern means to control and Ment, comes from mind,
thus to Control Minds, to solve the world problems and to organize populations to behave in
ways that create a sustainable infrastructure for prosperity and peace. So taking a step back
here, how well do Governments work in ensuring prosperity and peace for the people or
“Subjects” that it Governs? It is of course from which point of view you are looking at it as
its great for those that use it to ensure their Prosperity and Peace in the world, which is
fraction of the population, maybe 1%. Perhaps Spock the character in Star Trek said it better,
Live Long and Prosper.
The Ruling Elite love to rub it in our faces every chance they get as they blast us with lies. If
you don’t read the news you are disinformed and if you do, you are misinformed. Hollywood
is simply a mind control propaganda machine that perpetuates fiction and thus what was
said in Hosea 4:-1-2 to a massive degree. They communicate with each other mainly through
symbolism and numbers. Thus you will see key numbers like 33, 322, 666 and a few others
used in various ways that tell others of their ilk that what is being perpetrated or presented is
a controlled operation of some kind by them. You see they are at War with God and thus
everything that God stands for and his children who follow Jesus Christ hold dear in their
hearts. If you ever wanted to know the truth about something, simply look at what they are
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doing and know that the truth is exactly the opposite or inverse of it. There is a lot of
controlled opposition out there, for they lead all revolutions against themselves, so they can
control the outcomes. Those who follow God have no need or want for harming others or
lesser yet getting involved in a revolution, for they only wish to spread the truth, being like a
lamb among the wolves as Jesus put it.

Queen wearing the Knights of Malta Cross robe. Defender of the Faith?
So who are these Ruling Elite and where do they come from? In the Bible it says there is
nothing new under the Sun and as it was in the Days of Noah, so shall it be in the end times.
In the days of Noah or rather Noe as the KJV puts it, there was only Noah’s family left that
were pure in all his generations, thus no DNA manipulation had gone on. In the days of
Noah, the fallen angels had interbred with the daughters of man and created Giants, men of
renown. As it is today after the flood, we have people that are not giants, but indeed are not
man either, they are what is called human hybrids. David Icke exposed them in his books and
talks as being Reptilians and they look like us, but can shape shift in and out of their Human
Reptilian form at will. As it was in the days of Noah, we have amongst us people that
operate in all walks of life organized to ensure that they control humanity to ultimately bring
about the destruction of God’s Children and take control of earth for themselves, having a
slave force that they can use for making widgets and doing every evil you can imagine too.
Their ultimate plan though is to dethrone God and have their Father, Satan/Lucifer sit above
God’s creation as ruler on earth via the Antichrist. Originally Lucifer wanted to take over
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God’s Throne and rule over all of Creation, but he got cast out of Heaven for as he tried to
ascend above all of what was God’s. So now he is determined to rule over all the earth and is
the Prince of this “world”. A world is not truth, it can be anything you want it to be, hence
fiction and hence why Jesus came to try and save those caught within the world. To be
worldly is to be anti God.
In this age these Reptilians are the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt, who were Reptilian and
interbred with Humanity to hide themselves within it after God decided that wiping out
Pharaoh’s army in the Red Sea put gave them a problem with enslaving humanity at that
time. History teaches that the Knights Templers were wiped out because the Pope of Rome
thought they were getting too powerful in the acquisition of wealth and power. They of
course were not wiped out, but simply transformed the way they did things. Today they
operate throughout all Secret Societies and all the Mainstream Religions, controlling every
aspect of the world, thus making it all a stage, Orchestrated by their Great Architect Lucifer.
The Knights Templers are primarily based out of France and Switzerland. You see their 4
star cross on the Pope of Rome and throughout much of the Architecture in Europe, including
Russia. The Arorstracy interbreeds with humanity and it is their children to maybe 5
generations down have corrupted DNA and are Satan’s are part of their control matrix. The
Ruling class simply interbreeds with each other to maintain the DNA codes that allow them
to shapeshift. As far as I can tell they are really vessels for demonic possessions, much as
man is the Temple of God, Satan hijacked it these Hybrids so he could carry out his agenda
for him. Satan can only copy or mimic God, he cannot create and you see this throughout all
he does. If you like to learn more about the Knights Templers and their connection to
Pharaoh , I suggest watching a YouTube Channel called, Central Intelligence Agency.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpdw_mI5bA-7X6eNNvMsTkg
Thus since the time of Adam and Eve, nothing has changed. God let man have dominion
over all the earth as it states in Genesis 1:26-28 and nothing has changed. Satan of course
wants dominion over all of the earth, but can’t as God intervenes from time to time, so they
mainly resort to deception to get around this, getting people to tacitly agree to giving away
their authority over all the earth, which would also include authority over the Reptilian
Hybrids that walk around I would add. I have written extensively about the Legal System
and exposing it as a fraud on many levels. The deception with the Legal System is to get you
to say that you are a NAME that is not you so that they can do whatever they want to the
NAME and have you go along with it, because you tacitly agreed to be the surety for the
NAME.
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The Vatican owns all copyright to all the NAMES which are all abandoned ships on the
Holy Sea, ( Holy see), which under Admiralty law can be raided or destroyed at will. The
cargo is considered Chattel property, which is the surety of course. Pharaoh’s Police force
ensures that everyone that does not go along with their control structure is intimidated to do
so if they resist. There are also many staged operations which imprison leaders of resistance
movements to dispel any uprisings against the Governments, again they lead all revolutions
against them. This is done to intimidate others into going against Pharaoh’s/Satan’s
objectives.

If you are ever arrested for anything that is not against God’s will, you can always exercise
your dominion over all the earth to escape their entrapment. Jesus told a Soldier of the
Roman Army not to intimidate anyone ever again for healing his sick child. Of course if you
are arrested they somehow have assumed that you have tacitly agreed to be the surety for the
all capital letter NAME that they charged. So you always quash their assumptions by
telling them that you are not a PERSON, CORPORATION or any form of LEGAL
FICTION. You tell them that you are a man created as male or female by God standing in
your dominion over all the earth and that you do not wish to contract with them. Never sign
anything or allow them to assume anything. If they drag you off and throw you in Jail, never
give in to their intimidation or torture, stay with God always. Jesus states in Mathew 10:39,
He that findeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it.
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Justin Trudeau Praying to Allah, the dead unknowable pagan god.
There have been situations where God protects and sometimes frees people from Prison as
some scripture has stated in the Bible. We are only here for less than a blink of eye in time
compared with eternal life with God on earth. It really matters not what they do to you in
the end as they are operating from a losing position to begin with, not being in truth. God
tosses those that do not follow him in to Hell then destroys Hell, Satan and the Antichrist
in he lake of fire in the end. So Satan is only after your soul, he knows his time is short and
God is in Control of all of this. God sends those who do not believe in him a great
deception, so obvious that deception is and so frustrating it is trying to pull people out of it a
lot of the time. However frustrating life gets, just remember how much more frustrating it
must be for God seeing so many people go to Hell every day, simply because they did not
follow Jesus. To follow Jesus you need to obey his commandments, which can be very hard to
do at times. However we are under grace and so long as it is in our hearts to follow him, he
forgives us and redeems us. In fact God’s love for us is beyond anything we could ever
imagine, but we have to choose him.
In that choice we are confronted to live our lives on the stage of fiction or live on the earth in
truth. You see there are no countries on earth; they are human constructs of the imagination.
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Who gave anyone the authority from God to divide up the earth the way they have? Who
can prove that they have any authority over anyone? They always have to resort to
intimidation and or murder to get their way, for they have no defense against the truth.
Rob Hay

www.freedomfiles.org
September 1, 2018
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